
Secondary Student Feedback Panel

Executive Director of Secondary Education Mick Hart met on June 24, 2020 with a group of 19 secondary students to 
hear their feedback about distance learning this past spring and plans to reopen school this fall. There were 
representatives from Avanti, Capital and Olympia high schools, Olympia Regional Learning Academy, and Jefferson, 
Marshall and Reeves middle schools.

Distance Learning Feedback Pros/Cons

What worked well? What Didn’t work? 

● Teacher Check-ins on Zoom
● We used mostly schoology before the shut down so 

we already knew how to use it (MMS student)
● Helpful that due dates were flexible *
● Away from friends because I was able to focus and 

improve my grades a lot (RMS)
● Scheduled lunch pick up, it was nice to not have to 

make a lunch and it was a routine for ES siblings
● Teachers were available when needed
● AP class support
● Weekly plans from teachers with possible time 

frame that the work would take was helpful for 
planning

● Magazine club was still able to meet
● Some teachers knew and recognized that it would 

be a challenge
● Teachers were able to experiment with different 

types of platforms
● Beginning of week assignments were helpful to 

have due at end of week *

● Not all teachers were prepared to teach online (tech 
lessons for teachers needed)

● My sister who is in 4th grade I had to teach how to 
use Schoology

● Not being able to talk to teachers in person was 
hard

● hard to communicate with teachers because some 
would take a day or two and i would have to wait for 
a response, if my family didn’t know how to help I 
had to stop the work

● Hard to balance school work with other life 
challenges

● Weekly calendar/schedule wasn’t really used
● Parents working and siblings are also doing school
● couldn’t do much in choir
● Other clubs that were more in person were put on 

hold
● Multiple platforms was confusing
● Zoom is mentally draining *
● Hard to stay motivated because of the grading 



● Some teachers put out how to videos, helpful
● All work on Schoology was easy to get to
● Schedule was helpful
● Some teachers did check ins by going into 

documents while working
● Nearpod was helpful so teachers weren't “talking at” 

them, helped students engage
● Took breaks to help with Zoom fatigue
● Google classroom, 
● The school did an email at beginning of week with 

all assignments was helpful (JMS)
● Kept a planner (electronic document) to keep things 

all in one place on her own to keep track between 
platforms,emails, etc.

● Students knew how to use the technology and 
platforms, it was teachers that didn’t know how to 
use it, more difficult on the teachers end than the 
students ability

● Math to digital platform worked for some teachers 
not all

policy
● Weekly schedule assigned in the beginning of the 

week seemed overwhelming
● Connectivity, internet speed
● Some teachers assigned work with same 

expectations as being in the building
● Hard to focus with other things siblings in house
● Zoom for long time caused headaches
● Hard to focus with other things going on in house
● Nervous being on zoom, but not the classroom
● Communication that wasn’t worthy of email but still 

had questions, making that decision was difficult
● Hard to stay motivated
● If you had a quick simple question hard to 

communicate
● Not many teachers did zooms
● Hard to communicate through email to get a 

message across.
● Didn’t have access to ask other students for support 

with assignments like you could in the classroom
● Time periods assigned for each class not used 
● Inconsistent times for zoom meetings, sometimes 

overlapping
● Not all kids could access zoom
● Some teachers used zoom time for games felt that 

was not a good use of time
● Orchestra teacher had 2 times a week on zoom to 

play together but for ALL of orchestra teacher’s 
classes together, didn’t feel welcome because 
playing separately

● It was teachers that didn’t know how to use the 
technology/platforms, more difficult on the teachers 
end than the students ability



● Transition from paper to online with math to khan 
academy was confusing, used to writing out work

● Many kids had no motivation because of the grading 
scale.*

● Platforms- Bouncing back and forth between email 
instructions to the platforms and hard to keep track 
when all teachers sent communication at beginning 
of week

● Technology didn’t always work

* notes an issue that was mentioned more than once

Hybrid Model Feedback

A. Students attend school physically all days of the week, but in part-time shifts to maintain smaller class 
sizes. (7 votes)

● A, because I would be able to focus more in a smaller class.
● I would go with A if it was 1-3 in person and 4-6 distance then alternate.
● A, if full length classes, 
● if shorter classes in this model then B
● Bussing in shifts seems challenging
● A, might work well for younger kids
● Lunches would be easier
● W/ siblings, could be hard on families
● Concern for passing time
● Wouldn’t work if schedules don’t line up, transport sibling to school Senior and Freshman
● Feels more like regular school but could be overwhelming
● Like idea of less students



B. Students attend school physically on alternating days while participating in distance learning on other 
days. (4 votes)

● Gives a chance to touch base in person with teacher
● Receive a lesson on one day and practice/school work on the distance learning day
● How would this work for a teacher

C. Students attend school physically on consecutive days while participating in distance learning on other 
days.

D. Students attend school physically on alternating weeks, while participating in distance learning on other 
weeks. (1 vote)

● Would make it hard to catch up if you missed anything
● Could affect sleep 
● Too much time in between classes

Suggestions:

● 6 classes every day, but have full class periods: in-person for 1-3 and distance learning for 4-6, 
and then switch for the next day (Most students agreed with this suggestion)

● Are there more student feedback opportunities coming for other student groups? I think it’s 
important to hear from students of color about this

● Also if the students could be in groups and stay in one classroom the whole day with the teachers 
coming to us A



● On the bus it could be required to wear a mask
● Another meeting?
● Tech lessons for teachers
● In whatever model, schedules should line up ES-HS for families

Concerns for return to school:

● I would feel super unsafe in a bus with 40 people honestly
● Concerned about passing periods, how would that work? Our hallways at Oly are ridiculously 

crowded, and even with just 50% of the students I don’t think you could socially distance
● Would be unfortunate if distance learning style format impacted AP or CiHS opportunities
● 0 hour classes?
● Won’t work if schedules don’t line up
● Concern for teachers being exposed
● Can’t imagine band being played, spit through instrument


